We derive the equivalence of the complex quantum enveloping algebra and the algebra of complex quantum vector fields for the Lie algebra types An, B n , en and Dn by factorizing the vector fields uniquely into a triangular and a unitary part and identifying them with the corresponding elements of the algebra of regular functionals. 
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Introduction
In [CDSWZ] we constructed the algebra of vector fields on complex quantum groups [CW, DSWZ, OSWZ, SWZ] . For the special case of Al we proved that the algebra of veCtor fields generates the algebra of regular functionals and coincides in some sense with U g sl (2, (C) thus showing in particular that the algebra of vector fields admits a Hopf-structure. In this paper we want to prove that these facts generalize to An, B n ,
In the real case it is known that the Hopf algebra of regular functionals is generated by. the vector fields which appear in the bicovariant differential calculus on quantum groups [CSWW, Jur, Wor, Zum] . This is proved in [Bur] using the fact that . the matrices L + i j and L -i j generating the algebra of regular functionals are upper and lower triangular respectively. A similar procedure involving the Gram-Schmidtorthogonalization scheme, also used for quantum groups in [JS] , is applied here to the vector fields of the complex quantum groups [CDSWZ] leading to the result mentioned above that vector fields generate the algebra of regular functionals.
The Algebra of Vector Fields
Throughout this paper we are using the notations and conventions of [bSWZ] . For convenience we fixed the parameters ai from [DSWZ] to the special values
We are considering the following quantum group
( 2.4) where ,the ideal is generated by
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and Gij is the usual metric [FRT] .
With the involution (2.8)
A becomes a *-Hopf algebra with comultiplication 4.>, counit e and antipode ".
[DSWZ].
The dual space A* of the Hopf algebra A is an algebra with the convolution product.
One can introduce an antimultiplicative involution" *" on A*: For j E A* one sets
We define functionals L±I J E A* through their action on the generators of A:
and their comultiplication (2.11)
The algebra Ux of regular functionals on A is the unital algebra generated by {L±I J} [DSWZ) . It is shown in [DSWZ) that Ux is a *-Hopf algebra with comultiplication 
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For B n , en and Dn we get similar results.
Because of (2.16) the algebra generated by {VI J} is closed under the involution" *".
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Generalized Schmidt Orthogonalization
With the orthogonalization scheme of Schmidt we decompose now the y-matrix (y-matrix) uniquely into the product of an upper (resp. lower) triangular and a unitary matrix (U t = U-1 ) with entries in the algebra generated by yab and ya b • These factors are then identified as L+ij (resp. L+']) which is upper (resp. lower) triangular with diagonalizable diagonal elements and S(L-ij) (resp. S(L-' ;)) which is unitary.
For simplicity we fix the remaining ambiguity of the parameters O:i (see [DSWZ] ) by
In all other cases the results can be derived by just the same manner, if we restrict to 0:0 = 0:1 = (0:2)-1.
That L+ij (resp. L+l]) is upper (respectively lower) triangular has been discussed in [DSWZ] . The diagonal elements L+I I are algebra homomorphisms acting on A and
using the equations (3.13) and part 3 from proposition-8 in [DSWZ] . Thus we have
The unitarityofB(L-' ;) is proved analogously.
Write the matrix y y= (1)
with row vectors Yi.
The decomposition equation reads because the Y -Algebra is closed under" * ". We have thus shown how the algebra generated by {L± i j} is reconstructed from the algebra of vector fields {Y I J}.
